ZenduWork
Intelligent Job & Order
Management Software

OVERVIEW
Scheduling and coordinating multiple job operations between service teams and field staff can be a
tedious task. Using paper-based systems or spreadsheets to track and monitor jobs can have a
negative impact on your overall efficiency.
ZenduiT’s ZenduWork integrates ZenduCAM’s systems, processes, and domain expertise so that
facilities managers can effectively schedule, track and manage multiple job orders in real-time.
ZenduWork helps you preserve your business continuity while leaning into cost optimization.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
& CONTROL OF ORDERS
Track the progress of all
jobs in real-time for
dynamic operation
management

SCHEDULE JOBS
ON THE FLY
Create work job
orders & routes with
the ability to edit &
complete work orders

IMPROVE
COLLABORATION
Share files, feedback
& ideas with seamless
communication
between managers &
their field teams

DETAILED REPORTING
& INSIGHTS
Receive detailed insights
into your business while
identifying which jobs
were the most profitable

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Easily Manage Job Order
Scheduling
Effectively plan, schedule and assign jobs to
individuals or teams from a unified dashboard. The
dashboard also provides a detailed view of your
field staff calendar and daily schedules, thus
helping managers balance workloads and increase
operational efficiency.

Improve Collaboration &
Communication
Keep field staff informed and enhance operational
efficiency with automated job reminders, routing
details and automated forms documentation
powered by Geofence. With built-in Messenger,
managers can send and receive messages
straight from the ZenduWork software,
eliminating the need for third-party software.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Monitor & Control Jobs in
Real-Time
ZenduWork helps managers track their jobs’
progress in real-time, helping them make informed
decisions, coordinate better and complete tasks
quicker from end to end. The software also
enables managers to track field staff and asset
movement across the globe. The mobile
application helps field staff update job status in
real-time, giving managers a view into fulfillment
operations.

Mobile Application for
Field Staff
ZenduWork mobile application enables field staff to
access all necessary information about their daily
schedule. It also notifies them when a new task is
assigned, along with essential details such as job
description, schedule, address, and optimal routes.
The mobile application has built-in proof of delivery
capabilities, making it easier to capture delivery
details with minimal manual data entry.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Generate Insights with
Reports
Powered with ZenduCAM’s reporting capabilities,
ZenduWork creates curated reports for all job and
performance-related data to build powerful
visualizations. It also generates high-value insights
from recorded job events, helping businesses track
KPIs and identify areas of improvement.

DYNAMIC INTEGRATION
Easily view road and driver-facing
footage in real-time through the
ZenduCAM secure dashboard using
either the desktop or mobile application
Apply ZenduCAM
predefined rules to trigger
and analyze critical events

Use the ZenduCAM rewind feature
to investigate previous incidents or
search for a specific event
Take advantage of
ZenduCAM’s unlimited cloud
storage to record uninterrupted
events from the dash camera
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